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Title/Description: Lamp base

Artist/Maker: Daum (Daum Frères)

Born: 1910 c.

Object Type: Lamp

Materials: Cameo glass, Glass

Technique: Blow moulding, Cameo glass

Measurements: h. 508 x w. 200 x d. 200 mm

Inscription: Cameo mark 'D.N.' with cross of Lorraine

Accession Number: 21021

Historic Period: 20th century

Production Place: France, Nancy

School/Style: Art Nouveau

Credit Line: Donated by Sir Colin and Lady Anderson, 1978

This elegant French Art Nouveau glass lamp base was manufactured by the Daum Frères’
workshops and is marked with the Daum Nancy cameo signature, which comprises the initials D.N.
with a cross of Lorraine. Antonin Daum (1864-1930) used Louis Majorelle (1859-1926) sinuous glass
lamp base designs with cavities for electric cable from the early 1890s, and the firm also worked
with the designers, Henri Bergé (1870-1937) and Almaric Walter (1870-1959). [1]

At the time that this lamp base was manufactured, the supply of AC electrical current for domestic
use was a relatively new invention, having been developed throughout the 1880s and 1890s. For this
reason, the lamp base can be viewed as a symbol of technological progress and modernity. [2]

Advances in furnace technology and glass chemistry in the late 19th century resulted in the
production of innovative, brightly coloured, glass forms. [3] The lamp base was manufactured by
blowing yellow glass overlaid with green glass into a mould, and its two-tone decoration produced by
etching through the glass layers (F. verre doublé).



To achieve the naturalistic design of a eucalyptus branch, skilled craftsmen applied resist wax to the
surface before repeatedly dipping the glass in hydrofluoric acid. Finer details were engraved using
wheels and drills.

This carving or etching through of fused coloured glass is known as ‘cameo glass’, after a Roman
technique for engraving glass vessels and semi-precious gemstones that was developed in the 1st

century. [4] Attracted to the process of antique cameo glass, and inspired by the aesthetics of Qing-
dynasty Chinese glass [5], designers of Art Nouveau revived cameo glass with some modifications,
choosing to substitute Classical motifs with contemporary botanical designs.

Enthusiasm for exact naturalistic depictions of flora on glassware had been kindled by the
glassmaker-artist and trained botanist, Émile Gallé (1846-1904). Also from Nancy in the province of
Lorraine, Gallé’s expressive Art Nouveau designs exercised a huge influence on the glass production
of the Daum Frères. [6]

The decoration on the Daum’s lamp base speaks to 19th century advances in the application of
scientific knowledge. The eucalyptus tree, shown winding diagonally around the slender, cylindrical
form of the lamp base, is indigenous to Australia and was first introduced to Europe in 1774.

Seeds of the Eucalyptus tree were collected by Tobias Furneaux during Captain Cook’s second
voyage to Australia and cultivated at the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew. [7] Although the leaves are
toxic when ingested, they have long been known to possess antiseptic properties. Botanist,
Ferdinand von Mueller (1825-1896) promoted its disinfectant quality [8], and by the 1880s European
surgeons were using steam-distilled eucalyptus oil as an antiseptic. [9]
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